Hi, I am Nan Philip and I am running for SGA Wonnacott Senator. As a member of the class of 2016.5, the president of YouPower, and a member of this year’s SGA Cabinet, I hope to represent the wider voice of students of Wonnacott commons and help to forge a stronger relationship between the SGA, the student body, and the administration.

Through my experiences as the president of a student organization and as the Publicity Chair for SGA I have had first-hand experience working with members of the SGA. I have seen the SGA from a unique perspective, a direct view of all the work that SGA does on campus (most of which is unknown to the general student body). While all students may not understand the work of the SGA, we can all probably agree we would like to see the SGA have a larger impact on the life of everyone on our campus. I hope to bring the perspective of an upperclassman that is aware of the flaws in the SGA system but is also optimistic about the potential the SGA can have to positively influence every student’s life.

Specifically, I hope to work on creating more transparency and honest dialog between the student body and the administration. As I am sure that many of you have felt, there seems to be different perceptions between the faculty and the student body about life at Middlebury, both on the large scale (such as academic demands) or on a smaller scale (such as the housing process). The SGA needs to create stronger connections and conversations between students and faculty. The SGA has the potential to bring positive change in the upcoming year. Specific small improvements could be that the placement of more printers throughout campus or a better laundry system. On a larger scale, I would work to forge important conversations about the general life and happiness on this campus.

I hope to serve members of Wonnacott commons, and the student body as a whole as a voice on the SGA that understands the positive impact a strong SGA can make on this campus.
Hey Wonnacotters! My name is Lisa Han, and I'm running to be your Senator. I was your Wonnacott Senator and Tri-Chair last year, where I helped pass a bill for Middlebury rental ice skates and organized Wonnacott events like Midd's Got Talent and Global Rhythms. I'm currently studying abroad in London where I serve as the Student Union President at the London School of Economics.

I've learned a lot this year, and I'm excited to come back to Middlebury with fresh ideas to serve Wonnacott! I realized there needs to be more connection between Wonnacott and the SGA, so I want to be your facilitator.

Here’s my agenda:

- Gather monetary resources to fund your ideas and proposals. The more support, the better!
- Tackle issues you think is important- have your voice and concerns addressed by SGA!
- Build a better support system for the Wonnacott and Middlebury community for those on AND off campus.

If elected, I hope to continue my work as Senator to enhance your Wonnacott experience.

Vote Lisa to be your Wonnacott Senator!